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a sea-going atmosphere of
lobster pots, buoys, fish nets
and a shrimp boat. An of this
takes place outdoors weather
permitting. Plan to be with us
for a dining experience that you
will long remember and long to
repeat.
Since the bake is an added at-
traction, there is a charge of
$26.00 per person and will take
place on Friday. Those who
wish to attend please fill out the
form in the Octofoil and mail
with your check to our
treasurer, Thomas Boyle. The
cut off date for the bake is June
:lrd.1988.
REGISTER EARLY
Be sure to register early as it
is a big help to the committee.
You'll find that you not only
helped the committee but you
have made it much easier for
yourself when you arrive at the
Reunion. I assure you, if for
some reason you have to cancel
your money will be refunded.
Major General Kauffman's
military awards include the
Distinguished Service Medal,
the Silver Star with Oak Leaf
Clusters, the Legion of Merit
with Oak Leaf Clusters, the
Bronze Star with Oak Leaf
r.lust~rs the Purple Heart with
Oak Leaf Clusters and the Ar-
my Commendation Medal and
the Combat Infantry Badge.
In 1983 Major General Kauff-
man was named Military
Citizen of the year.
At the present time, Major
General Kauffman is president
of the Fort Douglas Historical
Preservation Association and
has been president of the Fort
Douglas Military Association
since 1974.
We are honored that this
distinguished commander and
citizen will be our guest
speaker at our Saturday eve-
ning banquet.
Ma}or (;(>""ml Mil'lUl,,1 R. K""f(m""
A New England Tradition
Yes, there will be a clam-
bake, a New England tradition.
The clambake as we know it to-
day reaches far back in
American history. The natives
of Cape Cod and New England
first introduced our Pilgrim
forefathers to this unique feast
during a time when seafood and
maize were abundant. As the
years have passed lobster has
become a delicacy, thus adding
a special sense of festivity to
the clambake. For the seafood
lover there is nothing like star-
ting off with New England clam
chowder, followed by native
steamed clams, pound and a
quarter of native lobster, a
quarter pound of chicken along
with corn on the cob, roasted
potatoes, assorted melons,
clam broth, dessert and tea or
coffee. In the past, bakes were
always held in a wooded area or
near the ocean. This year for
your comfort and convenience
the bake will be on Dunfy's
premises. You will be served by
people attired in native garb in
Hpatl for Ihp Capp ill "88"
Old Fm~hioll (:Iam Ralu>
1988 REUNION SPEAKER
Our main speaker on Satur-
day evening will be Retired Ma-
jor General Michael B.Kauff-
man, former commander of the
2nd Battalion 60 Infantry.
While in command of the 2nd
Battalion, 60th Infantry, he par-
ticipated in four major cam-
paigns, Tunisia, Sicily, Inva-
sion of France and Northern
France where, after being
wounded for the second time
he was rotated back to th~
states. He returned to Fort Ben-
ning and was an instructor in
tactics at the U.S. Army Infan-
try School.
During his command of the
2nd Battalion, they were
awarded two Presidential Unit
Citations and three members of
his battalion were awarded the
Congressional Medal of Honor.
Captain Urban, Lieutenant
Butts and Sergeant Nelson.
With sadness we mourn
the passing of these old com-
rades. Also Rosemary
Frasure and Catherine
Compagnone. On behalf of
the members of the associa-
tion we offer our heartfelt





Worcester Memorial in 1962 as General Craig delivered
his address to the "Troops". This was taken at the
dedication of the Monument for the men of the Ninth who
gave their lives. The crowds were larger then but the
espirit de corps goes on even though the ranks have thinn-
ed. Joining their sons are shown (left side of platform)
the Gold Star parents, the Mac Innerneys, the Waltons,
the Lynchs. On the extreme right is Father Connors. The
General and Father Connors have since joined their
troops who have answered their last roll call.
Worchester gave the mttin ad- Tapll SOllndpd
dress. Among his remarks, he There is no death.
noted that of all the occasions What we call death
he speaks at, this is the oldest is but a sudden change.
and most enduring. He also Because we know not
observed that our ranks are
growing thinner and this, in where it leads.
itself, makes the occasion more Ther'ejore,
significant. it seemeth strange.
REMEMBERING Gen Van H. Bond·
On Memorial Day, watching 39th Inf
the TV coverage ofthe Vietnam John J. Dremuck
Vets in Washington, D.C., C Co 9th Med 39th Inf
holding their Memorial Service Carl Mehlberg
in the snow and bitter cold and 60th I nf
remembering .... remember- Frank Gilsenen
ing.... , I thought of the many 47th Inf F Co
times we have held our Alvin Denham
Memorial Service in the snow,
rain and bitter cold and I 60th Inf M Co
thought of Congressman Rosemary Frasure
Early's words, "As your ranks (Wife of Walter, M Co 60th
grow thinner, the occasion I nf)
becomes more significant" and Theodore Youngquist
I wondered in 43 years would 47th Inf C Co
the Vietnam Vets still be going Joseph Milewski
to Washington, D.C. on 26th FA Hq Btry
Memorial Day. Even as I Augie Pegnalitti
wondered, I knew in my heart 60th FA C Btry
there wiU always be a group of' Larry McCabe
Vietnam Vets who will make K Co 47th Inf
their annual pilgrimage to Catherine Compagnone
Washington, say a prayer, run (Wife of Joseph, B Co 47th
their fingers over the name of a I nf)
fallen comrade and remember. Charles Nagy
And in my heart I know there is 60th FA Hqs Btry
a group of us who will always Michael Lavenia
make our pilgrimage to Wor- M Co 47th Inf
chester, stand at our Memorial, John "Schmieg" Tokarchek
say a prayer and remember.
John Brazil, Jr. 26th F.A. from F Co 47th Inf
Stoneboro, Pa., although con- John Farson
fined to a wheelchair was 60th Inf Hq Co
among those who took time out
to remember.
LET'S GO FOR IT
After the Memorial Service,
two hundred of us gathered for-
dinner at the Sheraton-Lincoln.
Just think, men, this is our 43rd
year - seven more will make it
fifty. Let's go for it!
43rd Annual Memorial Mass
and Service
On Saturday, November 7th,
1987, Ninth Division men, many
with their wives, started to ar-
rive at the Sheraton-Lincoln Inn
in Worcester, Ma. Checking in
at the C.P. Room, meeting old
friends, catching up on the hap-
penings of the past year was a
must and the afternoon flew by.
The dance in the evening was
well attended, the music ex-
cellent and as usual there was a
group of old smoothies who
glided around the floor as
though they were still twenty
one. The evening ended with all
of us forming a circle and
holding hands as we sang a
medley of patriotic songs.
On Sunday morning the men
gathered at the Grove Street
fire station. A motley group un-
til the band started to play and
they fell into formation. Then,
with shoulders squared, heads
held high, a new found lightness
in their step they march in
perfect order to the rhythm of
the band up Grove Street to the
Immaculate Conception
Church. To me the march
seemed more meaningful this
year. Perhaps because there
are fewer still able to march.
Perhaps because I know 'there
will be even fewer next year.
Perhaps because as we get
older our emotions are less
easy to control.
Our 43rd Memorial Mass was
celebrated by Father John
Doran. Father Doran is a major
in the army reserves and had
just returned from active duty
in Germany. He is an excellent
speaker and though a young
man was atune to our feelings,
and realized what an important
day this is in our lives. Taps
always brings a feeling of
sadness, a lump to the throat
and a tear to the eye and so it
was on Sunday, November 8th,
1987.
PAY TRIBUTE
After Mass, we gathered at
our outdoor Memorial to again
pay tribute to our honored
dead. After opening prayers by
Father Doran and Marcus
Sciarappa, Herbert Olson and
Vincent Guglielmino, (both who
lost brothers in combat) placed
the Octofoil wreath in its place.
Congressman Joseph Early of
Worrpstpr Mpmor;al 1962
I I
I was a member of:
Street Address .







Rt. 132, Hyannis, Mass. 02604
Tel: 617 775-1622
Rates same as Dunphey's - $70.00 per night
Pre-registration for Strip Tickets
Ninth Infantry Division Advanced Registration





Deadline for advanced registration will be June
9th, 1988. Refunds will be made to those unable to
attend. Cut off date for refunds will be June 11th,
1988.
Make checks payable to 9th Infantry Division Reunion
and mail all checks, money orders and ad copy to:
Reunion Treasurer Thomas Boyle,
39 Hall Avenue
Somerville, Ma. 02144
When was the last time you wrote a letter to our Mail Call
Column? Just a postal card would denote your interrst
and let some buddy know where you are. You like to read
what other members send in ... why not do your own
part and write a few lines now and .then for their en~y.
ment.
FULL PAGE $50.00 HALF PAGE $30.00
QUARTER PAGE $20.00 EIGHTH PAGE $10.00
Booster Ads $2.00......Name and Unit
We are now in the process of put,ting together our
.Souvenir Program Book. 'In order for lis to be successful,
we need your help. All remembrances, boosters and ads
should be in by May 1st, 1988, so that the program book
can be printed in time for the reunion.
P~-registrationwill be used for our 43rd annual
reunion and it is requested that everyone use this
procedure as it will make it much easier for you
and the registration committee. Your check or
money order should be send as early as possible to
Treasurer Thomas Boyle, 39 Hall Avenue, Somer-
ville, Ma. 02144. Make check payable to 9th Infan-
try Division Reunion. •
Strip tickets will be $50.00 per person and will in-
clude Thursday nights welcoming party, Friday












ONE NIGHT'S DEPOSIT PER ROOM REQUIRED TO GUARANTEE RESERVA-
TION. (PLEASE ENCLOSE CHECK, MADE PAYABLE TO THE TARA HYANNIS
HOTEL). RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED UNTIL May 19,1987. AFTER THIS DATE,
RESERVATIONS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. YOUR DEPOSIT WILL BE AP-
PLIED TO THE LAST NIGHT OF YOUR ROOM RESERVATION.
REFUND OF DEPOSIT GIVEN IF CANCELLATION IS MADE 72 HOURS OR MORE
PRIOR TO ARRIVAL. .
Two of the "Back Up" hotels that WIll be used for
the reunion, this summer are:
Best Western Heritage House
259 Main Street, Hyannis, Mass. 02604
Tel: 617775-7000
Rates are: $55.00 a night plus $6.00 for breakfast
RpRprt"alio" form mllRI hI' mailpd dirprl/V 10 Holp/. .
Tara Dllnfpv Hvanni!f 80tp/
WpRI 'E"d CirriI' • H.va""i.'f MaR.'farhllRptI.'f 02601 • 617- 77r'-777.S
NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
43RD ANNUAL REUNION
JUNE 23 - 26, 1988
PLEASE RESERVE THE FOLLOWING ACCOMMODATIONS:
PLEASE CHECK ONE: X EUROPEAN PLAN RA'fES (NO MEALS).
__$70.00 PER ROOM, PER NIGHT, SINGLE OCCUPANCY, PLUS ROOM TAX.
__$70.00 PER ROOM, PER NIGHT, DOUBLE OCCUPANCY, PLUS ROOM TAX.
PLEASE RESERVE THE FOLLOWING ACCOMMODATIONS: PLEASE CONFIRM_




Fellows I'm seeking your
help and assistance in helping
to write a regimental book of
the 47th Infantry at the
Remagen bridgehead from
March 8th through March 18th
1945. I am diligently research-
ing tbis historical event through
book publications and the 47th
unit history.
I am very serious about this
and have spent hours in
research. But what I need to
really make the story great is
your first-hand eyewitness ac-
counts. I know its been forty
two years and memories fade
with time. But some of you
were there. What were your
units, companies etc. What hap-
pened to you personally and
your comrades, what were
their names. Were you hit.
What personal experiences
happened to you. If you could
send a picture then and now of
yourself these would be safe-
guarded and returned and with
your permission used in the
book. For all of you who can
contribute I would send you a
copy of the book when it comes
off the press. Do any of you re-
call towns around the
bridgehead area such as
Eurpel; Ohlenberg; Bruch-
hausen; Orsberg; Scheuren;
Notschied; Hohnet and Vettle-
schoss. Who were the various
company commanders, these
I've trouble finding.
What inspired me to write
this story is the diary of my late
father Ed Webber who crossed
March 9th with "L" Company,
47th Infantry. I'm not doing this
for any great capital gain, it is
for historical preservation. Of
all I've read of the Rhine cross-
ing at Remagen very little is
written of the 9th Division's
participation. So if you can take'
the time please help me with
this story. Together we can
make an accurate historical
record of the Raiders assault
across the Rhine.
How to be popUlar with your
Mess Sergeant - When he asks
how you like the chow, answer:
Chow? tasted more like Fox
Terrier!










William Bongiorno, 3rd VP
2018 E. Prairie Circle
Deltona, Fl32725
Clam Bake
I will attend the Clam Bake
FredD'Amore, 2nd V.P.
95 Webster St.
E. Boston, Ma. 02128
Vincent Guglielmino, 1st V.P.
114 Charles Street
Floral Park, N.Y. 11001
Amount $26.00 per person
Make checks payable to:
9th Infantry Division Assn. Reunion
and send to
Reunion Treasurer Thomas Boyle
39 Hall Avenue
Somerville, Ma. 02144
City Zone State ..
Enclosed please find dues for:
Address _
Name, _
Battery Company Regiment. 9th Div .
Regular Member per year $ 5.00 0
Donation Memorial Scholarship Fund [J
THREE-YEAR MEMBER $13.000
Life Membership $5·{}.00
Ladies Auxiliary Member $ 2.00 0
Please credit the following chapter:
Philly-Delaware Valley 0 Greater New York 0
Illinois 0 Washington, D.C. 0
New England 0 Michigan 0
Florida 0
******Old Fashion Clam Bake
THE OCTOFOIL
. Form 2579 should be send to
412 Gre~W'y Avenue, Weehawken, N.J. 07087
. Octofoil Associated Editors
Walter O'Keeffe and Daniel Quinn
National Officers Board of Governors
Presidents 1988
Dave Heller Fran Maher
618 Sumac Worcester, Ma




























The official publication of the Ninth Infantry Division Associa-
tion. Single copy price is 25 cents per issue by mail $1.50 per year
payable in advance when dues are paid. Dues are $5 per ye~r
with $1.50 of the $5.00 earmarked for the issues of The OctOfOil.
Members should notify the National Secretary, Daniel Quinn,.
412 Gregory Ave., Weehawken, N.J. of any change in address.
Published five times yearly. May-June-July -
Aug.-Sept..-Oct. - Nov.-Dec., Jan. Feb., Mar.-April by and for
the members of the Ninth Infantry Division Association. News
items, feature stories, photographs and art material from
members will be appreciated. Every effort will be made to
return photographs and art work in good condition.
An extract from the certificate of incorporation of the 9th In-
fantry Division Association reads: "This Association is formed
by the officers and men of the 9th Infantry Division in order to
·perpetuate the memory of our fallen comrades, to preserve the
espirit de corps of the division, to assist in promoting an ever-
lasting world peace exclusively of means of educational ac-
tivities and to serve as an information bureau to former
members of the 9th Infantry Division."
Copy must be received on or before the 15th of each month to
guarantee publication on the 20th.: .
Second-Class Postage paid at Union City, N.J. AuthorIzed as,
of October 1. 1967.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to 412 Gregory
Avenue, Weehawken, N.J. 07087
Nov.-Dec.1987 Volume XLII Number sPublication No. 402820
NINTH INFANTRY l>IVISION ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Dan Quinn, National Secretary, 9th Infantry Division Assn. 412
Gregory Ave., Weehawken, New Jersey 07087
I wish to sign up for the following:
I I
Continued from Page 1
4:lRD ANNUAL REU"~iON
Back in July of 1967, we asked
former wearers of the Octofoil
to pack their A and B bags and
head for our annua' reunion in
Boston. But for June of '88, like
June of '81, we are asking you to
pack your gol~ clubs as the
course is right on the premises.
Pack your bathing suit as there
are indoor and outdoor pools.
Pack your walking shoes as
there is much to see and do. Be
sure to pack your dancing shoes
as we assure you the music will
be to your liki~g.
Program Book
We are now in the process of
putting together our souvenir
program book. In order for us
to be successful. we need vour
help.
The New England Chapter
considers it an honor to be your
host in '88. Our promise to you
is that we will do our utmost to
make this Reunion a






Although this is being written
the week before the holidays, it,
will not appear in the Octofoil
until we are into the New Year.
The Illinois Chapter would like
to extend their ~stwishes to all
the Ninth Members and their
'families for a Happy and Pro-
sperous New Year.
We held our Christmas Party
at the home of the Hennemuth's
the beginning of December.
Although we were few in
numbers, we were high in
spirits. We missed some of our
regulars - Paul Clark was
'delayed in delivering one of his
trailers and Mike Carpenter
had some family illness and
was unable to attend. We also
missed having the Clouser's
with us but they were in
Hawaii. The Hennemuth's were
excellent hosts and a good time
was had by all. Our white
elephant game was bigger and
better than ever. Next year we
may have to put a limit on the
number of gifts brought.
ELECTION HELD
At the party, we held the elec-
tion of officers. Ted Preston
was elected President, Bill
Hennemuth - Vice Presiden.t,
Gordon Anderson - Secretary,
Mike Belmonte- Treasurer,
Mike Carpenter - Sergent at
Arms and Dave Heller was re-
elected Chaplain.
As of November 25th, Gordan
Anderson joined the ranks of
retirees. It came none too soon
as we had a terrjfic snow storm,
and just think how glad Gordan
was to just look out the window
and know he didn't have to go
out and fight the snow and traf-
fic.
We are still planning a mini
outstate reunion in Madison the
last week of April or the first
weekend in May. More infor-
mation will be in the next issue.
Keep the date open.
Looking forward to attending
the 1988 Reunion.
Mike and Ann Belmonte
1161 South Lombard
Oak Park, IL 60304
Ii~~~!;i~~i~tive men16ers 0 e as
peared in 1941 at Fort Bragg: Herminio Suarez
Tony Varone both of the 39th Infantry.
THE BIG APPLE
The New York Chapter held
its traditional meeting at the
69th Regt. Armory in N.Y.C. on
Friday, December 4, 1987.
There was a pretty good turn-
out of the membership for the
nomination of chapter officers
for 1988. Conspicuous by his
absence was Dan Quinn who
was away in Florida for some
GOLF.
President Tony Varrone ably
chaired the meeting with
Secretary Art Schmidt at his
side. Correspondence from
.members who were away was
read to the attending members:
Frank Tobin in Dobbs Ferry,.
Walter O'Keefe in San Fran-
cisco, George Bako, Tony Cour-
nice, Francis Russo, Pat
Marano, Irv Feinberg and Matt
McCormick. We appreciate the
letters from our brothers
relating their current condition
and plans. Keep those cards
and letters coming folks! On a
sad not, Mrs. Sid Coburn wrote
that Sid, of Co. 1, 60th, had pass-
ed away, We expressed our con-
dolences.
The meeting continued with
some discussion on the
perpetuation of the Worcester
Memorial pilgramage. Most
members felt that the
pilgramage should countinue as
long as it is physically possible
to uphold - that we never
forget our lost 4,581 buddies of
World War II.
After the latest info on the
Hyannis 1988 Reunion and the
developing 1989 Reunion was'
presented, nomination of 1988
officers was begun. The
nominating committee con-
sisting of George Apar, Vincent
Guglielmino, Marv Levy, John
Morris and Art Schmidt





elected by acclamation for
1988: President - Vicent D'Ad-
dona; 1st Vice President - Lou
Almassy; 2nd Vice President -'
Marv Levy; Secretary - Art
Schmidt; Treasurer - Walter
O'Keefe; Judge Advocate - Dan
Quinn; Chaplan - George Apar;
Sgt at Arms - John Parisi.
Board of Governors elected:
39th - Frank Russo; 47th - Vi-
cent Guglielmino; 60th -
Charles LiBretto; Special
troops - Adolf Wadalavage; Ar-
tillery - James Haroutanian.
Following chapter business
all were reminded of the 9th An-
nual Christmas Party to be held
on December 13 at the Elks
Lodge in Weehawken, N.J. The
meeting was then adjourned
and we all enjoyed the
epicureans delights of hospitali-
ty chairman John Parisi.
other members who attended
the .meeting not mentioned
above were; Al Seely, Harry
Wax, Anton Dietrich, Charles
Warner, Jim Mullen and Tony
De Robertis.
Sunday December 13th found
125 members and wives enjoy-
ing themselves at the Annual
Christmas party. The
Weehawken Elks Club was host
for the gang on a beautiful day,
good food, music and good





SAD DAYS COMPANY F
Four friends from the little
hamlet of Buck Run, Penn-
sylvania, joined the army
together back in 1940 and ended
up in Company F, 47th Infantry,
Ninth Infantry Division at old
Tent City in Fort Bragg, N.C.
All four received many decora-
tions before the war ran its
course. Two of them, Ed Kryk
and Sporty Wolinsky, were laid
to rest in soldier's graves in El
Guettar and Europe. Ed was
one of the very first men of F
Company to be killed. Both he
and Joe Grupa were killed on
the same day. Ed took a direct
hit with a mortar shell. Sporty
was killed towards the end of
the war. Another of that quartet
was Yosh Ryncavage who
transferred to the paratroopers
in the spring of 1942 and fought
with the Eleventh Airborne in
the Pacific. Both Smig and
Yosh returned home from the
war to continue their friendship
in Philadelphia. John "Smig"
Tokarchek was the most
decorated man of F Company.
He was awarded the
Distinguished Service Cross,
the Croix de Guerre with Palm,
two Silver Stars, a bronze star,
a couple Purple Hearts, plus
the campaign medals, unit cita-
tions, and battle stars awarded
to him as a member of the regi-
ment. A few days after
Veterans Day 1987, Yosh and I
stood by as they buried Smig in
Minersville, Pennsylvania.
Yosh had spent the nine hours
previous to Smig's death with
his life-long friend. Smig's good
wife, Marie, his six living
children, grandchildren and
hundreds of his friends attend-
ed the funeral. It was a sad day
to see this man who had
brought so much honor on his
outfit and himself be lowered
into the grave. At last he knows
the peace that had eluded him
so in his lifetime. I conveyed
condolences from F Company
men to Marie and his sons and
daughters. We'll all miss him.
Shortly after Smig left us I
received a call from Betty
Gilsenan who informed me that
her beloved Frank had just
passed away. Frank, too,had
been with us at Fort Bragg
back in 1941. He, Smig, Yosh,
and I had been together much
of the time in the third platoon.
Frank became machine gun
section leader, and it was as
section leader that he shot down
that ME 109 at Kasserine Pass
when three of them jumped at
us and strafed us just"as Frank
was demonstrating how to lead
a plane while firing at it. Frank
was hit at El Guettar on the
same day that Glick, Giar-
raputo, and I were hit. Once
again he was hit at St. Lo,
where a sniper's bullet went
through his throat and out the
back of his neck, missing his
jugler and spinal chord by in-
ches. Frank never did fully re-
cover from that one, carrying
the effects with him the rest of
his life.
Both these men were my
friends during the war and
afterwards. One was young and
brash and full of hell; the other
was kind and gentle and always
a gentleman. Both fought for
their country with distinction
and earned the love and respect
of the men who served under
them and with them. Both car-
ried cherished memories of
their F Company buddies with
them to the grave. Their bud-
dies will always carry fond
memories of them. We are so
much better for having shared
their mess. Our deepfelt sym-
pathy goes to Marie and Betty
and to their wonderful children.
My brief contact with these fine
young men and women tells me
that they left us a rich legacy.




Pat MOlano h'as very
graciously allowed me to write
for this column once again.
Mostly to finish my account of
Joe's and my Cross-Country
trip this past August. However,
some news he gave us in a
December 8th letter has in-
fluenced my writing this time.
As you may have noticed in
reading past Octofoils, "B"
(47th) Company is a large,
close group who try very hard
to stay together. Its success is
due mostly through the efforts
of first, Art Stenzel, and now
Pat Morano. The men, of
course, are the primary reason
for this effort, but over the
years, the wives and mothers of
these men have played an ex-
tremely important role in "B"
Company staying together. We
are saddened when buddies are
taken from us. Now, we have
lost one of the wives; Catherine
Campagnone, wife of John
Campagnone of "B" Company,
one of the sweetest, dearest
women I have ever met. It was
always a pleasure to see
Catherine at the reunions, and
to enjoy her company for the 3
days. We missed her at the
Worcester Memorial Mass this
year, and only learned from
Pat's letter that her illness
prevented them from attend-
ing. I know I speak for the other
wives and men of Company
"B", when I extend to John, our
deepest sympathy on his loss,
and to tell him we shall miss
her very much at future re-
unions.
As for my account of the rest
of our Cross-Country trip, stay
tuned until the next issue.
Thanks, Pat and Art; the col-





TilE MEMOIlI.\L FFl,;n OF
TilE 9TIIISF,\:\TRY D1Vl<iIO:'tl ,\SSOCI.\TION
SCholarship InFormation
The Memorial Fund of the Ninth Infantry Division Association
was established by the members of the association to com-
mem~ratc the memory of their comrades who paid the supreme
sacnflce 10 batlie. As a part of this fund the association
established a scholarship program. Scholarships are awarded
each year to descendants of men who served in The Ninth Infan-
try Division. Each scholarship is for one year.
ELIGIBILITY FOil SCIIOL\IlSIIIP APPUC,\TIO:'tI
A person who wishes to apply for a scholarship must be
descended from a man who served with The Ninth Infantry Divi-
s.lon. Children of former "!embers of the division will be given
first conSlderatlon, but children of men killed in combat given
first preference.
APPLICATION PROCEDURE
The following procedures must be followed by those wishing to
apply for the scholarships:
1. Se~d a letter of application, written in expository form, to
~he chaIrman of the scholarship committee stating the follow-
109: name, address, age, and sex of the applicant; name ad-
dress, and occupation of theaplicant's parents or guardians~ the
name and address of the secondary school the applicant is
attending or has attended and graduated; the name and address
of the college the applicant expects to attend' the vocational
goal of the applicant; and the name of and degr~of relationship
to a former member of the division. The unit and dates of ser-
vice in the division of the former member must bE! included
High School Students: .
2. A transcript of the applicant's high school record must be
included with the .letter of application. The transcript must in-
clude at least the first seven semesters of the applicant's record.
3. The applican~ must ha.ve a c~unselor or principal of the high
school, he or she IS attendlOg write a letter of recommendation
to the chairman of the scholarship committee.
4. The applicant must submit the scores of the SAT of the
CEEB. The scores may be included on the high school transcript
or sent to the Scholarship Chairman from the College Entrance
Examination Board. Scores of the ACT may be submitted in lieu
of the SAT.
College Students:
5. Col.lege students must send a copy of their college record
transcnpt. The record must include the grades of the first
semester of the current school year if the student is currently
enrolled in college.
6. THe APPLICATION MUST BE SENT TO THE CHAIR-
MAN OF THE SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE BY MARCH 15.
Apphcatlons received after March t5 will not be considered.
7. All applicants must accept the decision of the Scholarship
Committee as final.
8. Information to determine financial need will be requested
by the Scholarship Committee, after the applications have been
considered.
9. Recipients of the scholarships may apply for renewal of the
scholarship each y~ar. A copy of the student's college grades,
and a letter requesting renewal of the scholarshil? should be sent
to the chainnan by March 15.
10. All applications must be sent to: John J. Clouser, Scholar-
ship Chairman, Ninth Infantry Division Association 1088 North
Circle Drive, Crystal River, FL. 32629. '
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To all our "B" Co. buddies,
their wives and friends, it is
with deep sadness that we must
.tell you that Catherine Cam-
pagnone, wife of Johnny Cam-
pagnone, a "B" Co. buddy, has
passed away.
Each year a group of us from
"8" Co. 47th Inf. attend the
Worcester Memorial Mass and
Services. This year our atten-
dance was sparse due to illness
and/or prior committments.
Ellie and Joe Tanbner, Dennis
Comedy, and Ann and myself
'were the only "B" Co.
representatives. We missed
Johnny and Cathy who
previously said they expected
to attend the Worcester
Memorial Mass this year. Upon
our return home, we phoned
Johnny and learned of Cathy's
illnes and death. Although
Cathy did not feel well, she
wanted to be with all of us at the
Reunion in Camp Hill. It was
always a pleasure and delight
to see Cathy at the reunion and
also for her to pray with all of
us in honoring our deceased
members of our beloved 9th Inf.
Div. as well as our beloved
departed Father Connors, who
kept us all together for many
years.
To Johnny Campagnone and
his family, all of us from "B"
Co. 47th Inf extend our deepest
sympathy to them on their loss.
We shall miss Cathy. She was
truly an Angell!
The Worcester Memorial Ser-
vices this year was fairly well
attended. Although there were
just about 200 in attendance, the
feeling and emotion for these
services to continue each year
remains spontaneous.
The consensus of all who at-
tended; was that the Worcester
Memorial Mass and Services
for all our deceased members
of the 9th In£. Div. continue. Let
us continue the Pilgrimage!!
Pat and Ann Morano




Africa on November 8, 1942. He
was first wounded by short fall
mortar fire from American
troops. At the time it seemed
like a minor back ailment, but
it would come to haunt him 40
years later. Next, he lost the
hearing in his left ear when a
mine exploded under his jeep.
Finally, during a night attack,
he stepped on a land mine at
1:30 a.m., March 23, 1943, and
lost his right leg. His outfit was
pinned down by enemy fire and
it was 27 hours later before the
medics could get him out. A
tiny piece of shrapnel entered
his left leg, just above the knee,
but that went unnoticed at the
time. It, too, would come back
to haunt him later.
Today Rucker still cor-
responds with some 18
members of Company K ands
he is a regular at the division's
reunions. The camaraderie is
something only combat vet-
erans truly understand.
Once out of service, Bob
became landscape architect
and campus planner at Baylor
Unviersity where he reubilt the
campus during an 18-month
tenure. Next came the first of
two stops at the University of
Oklahoma in Norman. The first
was 11 years and the latter nine
years, sandwiched around a
three-year tour at Texax Tech.
Rucker just flashes a smile
and says "I'm a happy man and
have no regrets."
i
Jerry's mother passed away
Oct. 27. She was 93 and had
been in a nursing home for
several years.
While in Tenn. one of our
granddaughters became engag-
ed. She is a student at Austin
Peay SU and he is a partner in a
construction firm. An early
March wedding is planned, so
guess that ends college.
Erma was recently a big win-
ner in the lottery. $10.
We are looking forward to
New Year's Eve and our 50th
wedding anniversary. Our
daughter in Santa Monica is
having an Open House for us.
All in all 1987 has been very
good to us. Guess that we have
our share of health problems
that seem to come with our ad-
vancing years. At least we
seem to be going to the doctor
or filling out insurance forms
more and more, but we are here
to welcome in 1988 for which we
are thankful.
WISHING YOU A MERRY
XMAS AND A HAPPY NEW
YEAR.
The Teachouts




Does anyone know the
whereabouts of Frank Sortino
and Gordon S. Dalyrymple? We
served together in Africa
through Germany. I would lik~'
to keep in touch.
Bob Rucker, Company K 60th Inf is shown at
A.&M University Floral Test Garden. Bob has made floral
pl~ces for the Ladies Auxiliary at our reunions. He cer-
tamly stopped and smelled the flowers in his time.
~f I,U(' #;1'('.'1 yOIl h'mo"~.-mhlf(' '('mmrad(.
Robert Henry Rucker is a
big, strapping, strong-willed in- .
dividual who has every right
and reason to be sullen and bit-
ter about the bad hand that life
has dealt him. He lost his
mother when he was two and
shortly afterwards his father
asked his mother to raise his
two children. When he was 28 he
was wounded three times dur-
ing the North African campaign
during World War II, injuring
his back, becoming deaf in his
left ear and having his right leg
blown off just below the knee.
However, Bob Rucker is a
happy, smiling, jovial man who
is thoughtful and generous to a
fault and one who somehow
finds humor in the darkest of
situations. It's doubtful that
anyone every played a bad
hand better.
Bob was born June 26,1915, in
nearby Franklin. Last month
he observed his 71st birthday.
But, more important to him,
last month he attended another
reunion of the 9th Infantry Divi-
sion in Nashville, Tennessee.
Rucker, now retired and liv-
ing in Bryan is renowned world-
wide as one of the foremost
exponents of horticulture and
floral design. His list of work
projects and credits is far too
long for this short feature.
He was a Captain, comman-
ding. Company K, 60th Infantry
Regiment, 9th Infantry Divi-
gian, at the invasion of North'
I
The reunion had a large turn-
out and F Co., 60th. set some
kind of a record for itself with
twenty seven men out this year.
The usual good time was had by
all and everyone seemed of the
opinion that this was perhaps
the best one yet. Of course F
Co.'s own Art Mac Dougall was
chairman of the event.
After the reunion we spent an
enjoyable few days with the
Painters where Cliff was
already on the phone working
on plans for the C.P. at Hyannis
in 1988. Back to Port Huron, Mi.
to spend another ten days with
Erma's Mom and then to
Southern Mi. to visit a cousin
we had not seen in a long time.
Met Jim and Louise Etue in
Toldeo for lunch and on to visit
a nephew in Dayton. He took a
day off and we visited the Air
Force Museum. Stopped off a
few more days with the Welchs
bringing them news of the 9th
reunion. Were initiated into the
art of pea shelling (or is it
shucking) while we were there.
Spent a week in Tenn. with
friends and our daughter and on
the road again for home.
Had a new great grandson
born before we left but did not
get to see him until we return
home. The third great grandson
and we also have a great
granddaughter.
The quake of Oct. 1shook us a
bit but no damage in our im-
mediate area.
Emil Langer, Chairman of the
Committee of the Future of the
Association suggested to the
members, after much in-
vestigation and feed back from
the members, that the propos-
ed plans for a book that was
presented to the Board
members by a Mr. Turner at
the 1987 Reunion be dropped.
This motion was seconded by
Lenny Tomassone and the
members voted to: Follow the
advice and recommendations
of this committee.
Tomy Boyle briefed the
members as to the events of
this weekend in Worcester, and
reported over two hundred peo-
ple had registered for the Lun-
cheon after the Memorial Ser-
vices.
Fran Maher reported that he
had been in contact with Mrs.
Craig who was one of the
founders of the Memorial Fund
in the name of Father Connors.
The late General Craig's wife
lives at 3700 Fordham Rd., NW,
Washington, D.C. 20016 for
those who would like to write to
her.
There being no other business
to come before the Board and
upon a motion made by Pat
DeColli and seconded by
Adolph Wadalavage it was
voted to: Adjourn the meeting
at 6:20 P.M.
Rourrl M('('./s
The minutes of the 156th
Board meeting held in
Worcester in 1986 were not
published in the Octofoil. We
apologize for the oversight.
The 156th meeting of the Na-
tional Board of Governors took
place on November 8, 1986 at
the Sheraton Lincoln Inn,
Worcester, Massachusetts. The
meeting was called to order at
. 4:30 P.M. by the President of
the Association Carlos Esteva
who asked the members to join
with him and stand for a mo-
ment of silence in memory of
the departed men of the Ninth.
Attending the meeting were
Lou Gray, Ribhard Starr, Norm
Caswell, Lou Connors, Gil Per-
.nokas, Pat DeColli, Robed
DeSandy, Fran Maher, Dave
Heller and Oliver Carter. Also
in attendance were past
presidents Walter O'Keeffe,
Len Tomassone, Herb Olsen,
Ron Murphy and John
Bonkowski. Vice-President Vin-
cent Guglielmino, Judge Ad-
vocate Harrison Daysh,
Treasurer Tom Boyle, Harry
Wax and Ed McGrath.
Secretary Dan Quinn read the
minutes of the 155th Board
.meeting and upon a motion
made by Lou Gray and second-
ed by Pat DeColli it was voted
to: Accept the reading of the
minutes and instruct the
secretary to place copy of same
on file.
The treasurer Tom Boyle was
called upon for his report and
Boyle gave a quarterly report
of the income and spendings of
the association. Upon a motion
made by Gil Pernokas and
seconded by Norm Caswell it
was voted to: Accept the
treasurers report.
President Esteva asked the
members of the Philly-
Delaware Valley Chapter as
host for the 1987 Reunion to
report on their progress. Pat
DeColli and Art MacDougall
briefed the members that over
100 reservations had been made
as of this date and reminded the
membership to make their
reservations as soon as possi-
ble. Refunds will be made ac-
cording to the form that ap-
pears in the Octofoil and it is
easier to cancel out than it is to
get reservations at the last
days. President Esteva thank-
ed the committee members for
their report.
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Dave Heller, a member of the
Committee to study the Future
of the AssociatIon, along with
Lou Gray and Emil Langer,
reported on his findings and
submitted a draft of a text for
discussion by the membership.
After a discussion by the Board
members President Esteva
thanked Heller and the commit-
tee for their excellent report.
Fran Maher opened a discus-
sion on the matter that was
tabled at the Nashville reunion
regarding a Scholarship in
memory of Father Connors at
Holy Cross College in
.Worcester. Mrs. Louis Craig,
widow of General Craig, had
contacted Maher this past year
and was very interested in star-
ting this Scholarship Fund at
Holy Cross College. Individual
donations will be in order and
upon a motion made by Daye
Heller and seconded by Pat
DeColli it was voted to: En-
dorse in principal this Scholar-
ship Fund in memory of Father
Connors. Members of this com-
mittee including Fran Maher
will be General William
Westmorland, Dr. Paul Con-
nors, and Father Paul O'Con-
nell. Details will appear in the
Octofoil as to where donations
maybe sent.
A discussion on the expenses
incurred by the New England
Chapter members who con-
ducted the 42nd Worcester
Memorial was held and upon a
motion made by Pat DeColli
and seconded by Gil Pernokas
it was voted to: Reimburse the
New England Chapter the sum
of $1000.00 to help defray some
of the expenses.
Upon a motion duly made by
Pat DeColli and seconded by
Lou Gray it was voted to:
Transfer the sum of $3000.00
from the Capital Fund to the
General Fund to meet the ex-
penses of operating the associa-
tion.
There being no other matters
to come before the Board and
upon a motion made by Lou
Connors and seconded by Norm
Caswell it was voted to: Ad-




60th Inf F Co
GERALD TEACHOUT
1600 W. Struck 165
Orange, Ca. 92667
1987 has been a rather busy
year for the Teachouts.
The early part of the year
was taken up with repairs to
our abode - our travel trailer.
Plumbing, water heater, fur-
nace, refrigerator, etc., etc.,
etc. A new awning in January
did not get all the kinks worked
out until early Nov. Had a few
repairs on the soon to be fifteen
year old Ford wagon, including
a paint job. Will turn over
133,000 by year's end. Miles that
is.
We ruled out flying this year
because of problems with
Jerry's oxygen supply at
destinations. The last week in
June the rear seat of the station
wagon was removed, Jerry's
oxygen was loaded aboard and
we were off on our ten week
odyssey to Tennessee,
Michigan and Pennsylvania.
After boiling the radiator dry in
the middle of the California
desert our first stop over was at
Fairview, Tenn. where we
spent a week witp daughter Jeri
and her family. Ashort jaunt up
the road brought us to Shepard-
sville, Ky. where we spent a few
days with the Welchs. Parker
and Mildred would not let us
leave until we promised to stop
on the way home to tell them
about this years 9th reunion. On
to Port Huron, Mi. to spend ten
days with Erma's Mom before
going on to Camp Hill, Pa. for
the Ninth Infantry Division Re-
union.
159th Meeting of the
National Board of Governors
The i59th meeting of the Na-
tional Board of Governors of
the Ninth Infantry Division
Association took place on
November 7, 1987 at the
Sheraton-Lincoln Inn in
Worcester, Massachusetts. The
meeting was called to order at
4:05 P.M. by the President of
the ASsociation Dave Heller
who asked the members to
stand in a moment of silence in
memory of the departed men of
the Ninth.
Those attending the meeting
were: Pat DeColli, Richard
Martin, Lenny Tomassone,
Floyd Hennessy, Fran Maher,
Adoph Wadalavage, Carlos
Esteva, Emil Langer, Edward
Wisniewski, as Board
Members. Also in attendance
were: 1st Vice President Vin-
cent Guglielmino, 2nd V.P.
Fred D'Amore, Treasurer
Thomas Boyle, and Past
Presidents Herb Olsen, Al Per-
na, John Bonkowski, and Ron
Murphy. Art MacDougall Co-
Chairman of the 1987 Reunion,
Marty Krasovetz, Phil Greco,
Lou Connors, Pat Morano, Joe
Taubner and Frank Buzanoski.
The secretary, Dan Quinn,
read the minutes of the 158th
meeting held in Camp Hill, Pa.,
and upon a motion made by Len
Tomassone and seconded by Ed
Wisniewski it as voted to: Ac-
cept the reading of the minutes
and instruct the secretary to
place copy of same on file.
The Treasurer, Tom Boyle,
was called upon for his report
and he gave a detail report
along with copies of same.
Upon a motion duly made by
Pat DeColli and seconded by
Richard Martin it was voted to:
Accept the Teasurers report.
Art MacDougall was called
upon for a financial report on
the Camp Hill Reunion. Aprofit .
of $4014 was realized from the
reunion and this had been turn-
ed over to the Secretary, and
upon a motion made by Lew
Gray and seconded by Emil
Langer it was voted to: Accept
the financial report of the com-
mittee. A motion was made by
Fran Maher and seconded by
Lew Gray to grant the Philly-
Delaware Valley Chapter a
gratituity of $100.00 for a job
well done.
Ron Murphy reported for the
committee on the 1988 Reunion
to be held in Hyannis. The dates
June 23, 24, 25, 1988, the hotel
the Tara Dunphey Hyannis
Hotel. The committee has been
at work for some time with this
reunion, more details will ap-
pear in the Octofoil. President
Heller thanked Murphy dnd his
committee for their report.
A discussion was conducted
as to the sites of future Board
meetings and the time of the
year for holding same. Fran
Maher made a motion that was
seconded by Emil Langer to
hold the next Board meeting in
the Spring of 1988 (April-May)
with the location to be left up to
the President and Secretary of
the Association.
Adiscussion as to the expense
allowance of the Board
members was held and a pro-
posal to amend the guide lines
now in practice was turned
down by the Board.
President Dave Heller sug-
gested that the Chapters be-
come more involved with
Veterans Hospitals and appoint
members to act as Counselors
to work in conjunction with
Veterans in Hospitals and
Homes. Dave urged the
members to come up with some
ideas and suggestions by the
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HALL OF HONOR
I recently returned from Fort
Lewis where I visited with the
9th Division, and had the honor
of having a barracks in the 2nd
Bn. 60th Infantry area named
after me.
The 9th Division is proud of
its heritage and of the men who
served in it in World War II and
Vietnam. The 60th Infantry has
installed a Hall of Honor where
they depict many of the battles
in which we were involved.
They also have a great deal of
memorabilia on display of our
campaigns in Africa, Sicily,
and Europe. The present
members of the Regiment are
fine young men who would
welcome our companionship.
It seems to me that we ought
to participate with them in
keeping the memory of our ac-
tivities alive for this and future
generations. I note that the 1st
Division and the 3rd Division
welcome all former members
into their ranks. Perhaps we
should consider some way of af-
filiating with the new 9th Divi-
sion.
I recommend that a Com-
mittee be formed to investigate
this affiliation without com-
promising the homogeneity of
our World War II organization.
60th Inf. 2nd Bn
MIKE KAUFFMAN
4466 Abinadi Rd.
,Salt Lake City. Ut. 84124
X
:::.."%:.l.~
Shown at dedication of plaque honoring Mike Kaufman at
Fort Lewis at bottom left of photo Mrs: Margaret Kauff-




507 E. Main St.
Bound Brook, NJ 08805
Dropping a line to let you
know Mike Lavenia died. I was
in Hawaii so could not let
anyone know. Frank Russo had
an eye operation and is doing
good. Tell Joe Kearns from
Florida our x-president, his
buddy, is gone now. Regard to
all.
RO(ul.~ /plldinp to H.Vllnni.~ c.P.
->
Conda Knee sends this photo taken at the Camp Hill rt~U­
nion showing some of the members of Company M 47th
Inr., -left to right standing Bill Horan, Red Phillips, Don
Kothe, Joe Kearns, John Desepio, Conda Knee and Ed
Little. Front row (l-r) Louis Schneider, Mike Lavenia,
John Knight and Ed Wills. A sad note to be added to this







C.B. Baker supplies of us with photo taken at Tichbourne
England-~ompan!C 47th, showing left to right. Howard
Brooks, GIl Mazzla. Story appears in Mail Call.
A Tip of the Hat and many
thanks to the following
members who enriched the
Memorial Fund with their
generosity.
Ken Yennie supplies us with a photo of the 1st sq. 3rd Pla-
toon, Company K, 47th Inr., taken at Ft. Bragg 1941. Left
to right standing: Buton, Orsini, Fresco, Yanansky, For-




Former S/Sgt. Al Bravin,
Hdq. Co. 3rd Bn. 47th Inf. 9 Div.
was awarded the Bronze Star
for heroism in action. Request
letter to the Award Div. of the
U.S.A. by General Donald C.
Clayman, dated 1981.
Bravin's prompt and
•courageous action enabled the
Battalion to prepare an ambush
for the enemy forces, avoid a
most embarrassing surprise,
and continue its advance into
Germany without interruption.
Even though this action oc-.
curred thirty-seven years ago,
(now 43 years ago), I feel
strongly that S/Sgt. Bravin
deserves recognition for this
action on the morning of Sept.
15, 1944. I recommend that he
be awarded the Bronze Star for'
heroism in action.
Letter to Bravin from General
Edwin Randle, dated 1983
I hope you get the Bronze
Star. You deserve more than
that. I knew about Gen.
Clayman working on it. He ask-
ed me to send him my copy of
the 47th Inf. history, as he need-
ed it while working on your
case. I hope you get the medal
as you deserve every grain of
bronze in it, and then some.
Dept. of the Army - Military
Awards Broach (Nov. 10, 87
Dear Mr. Bravin:
You have been awarded' the
Bronze Star Medal for your ac-






Why do I feel like there is so
much to do and so little time to
do it? I believe that I am busier
than a helper in Santas'
workshop. Not much in the way
of notes. We had our Christmas
party and had a turn out of
thirty-four persons. As it has
been in the past a good time
was had by all present. Again a'
big thank you to Bob and Flo
DeSandy for opening their
home for us.
NEW OFFICERS
The only order of business
was the installation of officers
for 1988. Bob DeSandy, a past
National President, installed
the following into office: James
Bruner, President; Calvin
Daniels, 1st Vice President;




Lewis, Adjutant; Everett Tapp,
Chaplain; Billie Martin,
Historian.
The Christmas Cheer Raffle
was held and Gerry Teachout
won the case of V.O. The half
case was won by Sam Tor-
tomasi, Congratulations to
them and a big thank you to all
who participated.
In closing I wish all a safe and
healthy trip through the year of
our Lord One Thousand Nine
Hundred and Eighty Eight.
Rodger E. Alsgaard, Sec'y
2834 Wynes St.
Saginaw, MI 48602
60th F.A. Bn. Btry A News
Donald K. Williams puts in an
appearance after 42 years. He
joined Norris C. Gray, Edward
Colonella and I to form a four-
some of "old" A. Btry men.
This was Williams first time at
a reunion. He was last seen by
us in July, 1945 in Germany.
Colonello, after an absence of 18
years, came back at the right
time to see Norris Gray. Ed and
Norris had not seen each other
also since Germany of 1945.
In the last issue of the Oc-
tofoil, a letter from Walt
Quigley states the passing of
Paul Schossau and Hugh
"Buck" Elliot. Both Paul and
Buck were part of the "old" 4th
gun section. I saw Buck in
Orlando, Florida and Nashville,
Tennessee. Paul Schossau and
Peter Felenzak stayed in the
army and both were in Korea.
Missing this year at the re-
union was Dom Greco and his
wife, Lonnie. Dom has made as
many reunions as I have. We
missed them. I was able to visit
with Dom in April in Largo,
Florida where he now resides.
While in Florida, Dom and I
tried to see Al Frieldmier but Al
had left a day early to return to
the Bronx.
A small group of 9th people
gathered together at the Rama·
da Inn of Madison, Wisconsin in
May. It was here I arranged a
meeting oftwo former" A" Btry
men - Melvin Jaggi from
Verona, Wisconsin and Edward
"Windy"Fruend from Fond du
Lac, Wisconsin. A distance of
some 75 miles apart - yet
neither had seen each other
since England, 1944.
Lee T. Goin, who we met in
Nashville, couldn't make Camp
Hill. Lee had an operation last
summer and is coming along
fine.
Since we were in Penn-
sylvania for the reunion, I was
hoping to see Mike and Ann
Patrick. They were originally
from around this area. Also
Fred Auth from Montrose, Pa.
Our memories grow dimmer
-Time is running out. It's later




Oak Park, Ill. 60304
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person they could find for ques-
tioning and to scour every cor-
ner for suspicious characters.
Bruno joined in the search
through homes. "In my par-
ticular case, I could see that a
family was about ready to eat a
hot meal, and in their haste had
left everything intact. After
what seemed ages, guess what
we did with the hot food?"
Later, after hours on the fir-
ing line of battle, Bruno was
pulled back for a breather.
"While I was trying to clean
up, I was confronted by two lit-.
tie tykes, whome I found out liv-
ed at the house where we had
found the food," he explains.
American military men were
not supposed to fraternize with
the German people because
they were the enemy, but Bruno
had become a father while serv-
ing in Morocco. and he "had a
soft spot and could not resist
giving these youngsterS' some of
our "C" rations."
The older of the two, Cilli
Schnitzler, was 7 years old, and
her younger sister, Marlies,'
was 4.
"I would go to my buddies,
and we would load my helmet
with crackers, candy, meat and.
soup, and tell the two to bring
everything home to their
mother."
About six years later after
the war was over, Bruno receiv-
ed a letter from Roetgen. He.
remembers he couldn't im-
agine who it was from, but,
"When I opened the envelope
and tried to read the contents, I
remembered the two
youngsters at the gun positions
during the battle."
He began a correspondence
that led to what he terms "a
very pleasant relationship."
In 1983, after he recovered
from open-heart surgery, he
and his wife, Mabel took a trip
to Europe which included
visiting his "war-time family."
"We arrived in Julich, Ger-
many, where the Schnitzlers
now live," he says. "Marlies,
with her husband, Hans, and
two daughters, Helga and
Krista, spotted me and greeted
me like it was yesterday. I was
amazed to be remembered
after 40 years, and I felt finally
reunited with my German
friends."
The Brunos visited different
places he had been during the
war. Although they observed
many changes, the sites were
very familiar and, he notes,
" It took me right back to those
miserable days in 1944."
Bruno says Maria Schnitzler,
the girls' mother, is now 78
years old and told him she
would never forget how those
"c" rations he gave them dur-.
ing the war kept them alive.
He and his wife invited their
German friends "to visit us in
America someday in the near
future."
One night the Brunos'
telephone rang, and it was
Marlies asking if it would be all
right to come to America with
her husband and daughter,
Helga, who speaks English
fluently and would serve as
their interpreter.
Bruno commented, "We
spent three memorable weeks
together enjoying Florida.
After they returned home, I
realized how strong a friend-
ship can really be to survive a
war, be divided by two con-
tinents and endure an absence
of over 40 years."
9th Recon
EUGENE KORTH
1307 Idlewood Dr. Kings Pte
Sun City Center, Fla. 33570
Sure enjoy the Octofoil. Mov-
ed here to Florida in 1985 on
Doctor's orders for my health.
Enclosed are my dues for 3
years. Good luck to you and
everyone.
were in a building when a Ger-
man Tiger Tank came in and
pinned us down. The Germans
gave us an ultimatum to give
up! I was in line with my hands
over my head, ready to go out
the door, when I happened to
look back and saw a fellow go-
ing out of a small window in the
rear of the building. I figured I
would take my chances follow-
ing him out thru the window,
rather than being captured by
the Germans. We got quite a bit
of mortar fire when the Ger-
mans noticed us escaping cap-
ture.. Fortunately there were
houses near and we made it
back to our lines only to ex-
perience some difficulty there
since we didn't know the
Password of the day.
Our luck held out, however,
and we managed to get thru,
although I do not remember ex-
actly how. Nor do I remember
the name of the fellow I follow.. ·
ed out the window to evade cap-
ture.
After that, I lost contact with
Company F, as I went back to
Bonn, Germany to the hospital.
I was transferred to 130th
General Hospital in Chiney,
Belgium in April, 1945. From
there I was sent to Reins,
France for embarkation home,
since I had accumulated
enough points for a discharge. I
was discharged on August 7,
1945.
I would like to hear from so-
meone from the 9th Division,
Co. F 60th Inf. who was there to
find out what happened to the










I think it's about time I con-
tributed a couple of paragraphs
just to remind you and "old
comrades" that I'm alive and
well despite open-heart surgery
in 1982 and three more heart at-
tacks culminating with Angio-'
plasti last July. But, as they
say, "You can't keep a good
man down!"
Enclosed is a long-overdo tale
that has merit for some good
reading for the Octofoil and
both 34th Arty. and the 9th Div.
And again "as they say... it
can only happen in the U.S.A.
It gave both my wife Mabel
and I and my family and
friends both in Florida and
Massachusetts great pleasure
and pride. Since the enclosed is
self-explanatory, need I say
more?
Wishing you good health and
also to your family I'll say "So
Long 'til Next Time!"
DELTONA - A friendship
which began for Mickey Bruno
43 years ago in Germany when
he shared his "C" rations with
a family during World War II,
culminated recently at a reu-
nion at his home in Deltona.
Bruno recalls his 9th Infantry
Division fought its way through
France and Belgium, finally
reaching Germany in 1944,
where the soldiers prepared for
battle.
The former Morse code
operator says the Americans
"set up shop" - radio positions
and 155 Howitzers - and were
ready and hoping "this thing
would end."
Sometime after the Battle of
the Bulge, where the Nazis
"gave their best shot to wipe
out the Allies," he says,
Bruno's group was engaged ina
fierce artillery battle in a
village in Roetgen, West Ger-
many.
Reports of snipe9i. in the
cellars of the houses led
American commanders to
order the soldiers to evict every
F Company 60th In£.
reorganize. We reached the
brick kilns where in the middle
stood the administrative
building, where the battalion
staff had set up headquarters
and a forward medical and sta-
tion.
As we entered the building
our eyes met a sight that made
us realize how fortunate we
were to be able to walk. Every
available room and hallway
was filled with the wounded as
they were awaiting medical at-
tention and evacuation to the
rear.
At headquarters I was told to
bed the men down within the
vicinity of the kilns for a rest,
but to be ready to move out the
same moment "G" Company
was able to move again. I
dreaded to mention such tem-
porary rest to my men, but I
knew it was necessary to take
the castle at all costs, as behind
the castle was the highway
which led into the interior of
Germany.
Continued next issue
I was drafted July 25, 1941
from Washington County,
Wisconsin, entering service at
Camp Grant, Illinois. After
Basic at Fort Eutis, Virginia I
was assigned to the 213th
C.A.A.A. Served in ETO in
'Aruba, task force 1280, from
February 1942 to December of
1943, returning to the USA
December 24, 1943.
We left the USA for ETO in
August, 1944. Our unit was
divided, as infantry
replacements, between the
various Divisions. I joined the
9th Division somewhere in
Belgium, after they crossed the
Meuse River, and got a start in
the Ardenes up on the Seigfried
Line. We were up and down
from Aachen to MonChau, Ger-
many, Euppen, Belgium, Camp
ElsenBorn, St. Vitt, Malmedy,
to the Hurtgen Forest and all
the way to the Roer River in a
town across the river from
Duren, Germany. We were get-
ting ready to cross the Roer
River and were furthest into
Germany at the time the 'break
thru (Bulge)' occurred, where
we were relieved by the 106th.
Inf.
We went back to Belgium and
started for Southern France, so
we were told, but only got part
way there. We came back to
Euppen, Belgium where we
were in readiness for any trou-
blespots.
When the 'break thru
(Bulge)' was halted we started
probes into the German lines.
Since there was snow on the
'ground, we used Cook's white
uniforms for camouflage, and
we did some fighting dressed in
the white uniforms, which
worked very well and fooled the
Germans.
I remember one night moving
up, we came to a German
dugout. One of the Germans
came out, talking German,
thinking it was some of their
buddies. We tried to have them
give up, but they wouldn't come
out, so we had to use grenades.
Getting up near the Rhine
River we captured a big
warehouse. It has a loading
dock in front of it where field
kitchen stoytS were being
cleaned. There were also some
stoves inside being used to
make chow. The Germans
started laying shells in. They
smashed the field kitchen
stoves, and blew holes thru the
wall where the Cooks were get-
ting chow ready. Plaster and
bricks were scattered all over
the chow.
From there it was Remagan
Bridge, and after Remagan we
were fighting from house to'
house. It was night time and we'
calculated gaze, for I was a
stranger. Not giving me a
chance to speak he stretched
out his hand and asked if he
could be of service. A hush had
fallen in the room as the few
guests were all looking my way.
Between his limited English
and my poor German, we made
slow but sure progress. He did
have a room for me and even a
spot in the barn for my car.
First things first, he was going
to show me where to park.
Division Insignia
In the dimly lit barn the
owner noticed the 9th Infantry
Division insignia on my car
window. His face turned into a
wide grin, slapping my back he
announced with pride, "I know
thisemblem, soldiers that fight
here in 1944 have them on their
jackets. Are you a soldier from
then?" I answered, "yes," and
told him that my reason for be-
o ing in the area was to look for
an old castle somewhere in this
vicinity. After finding out it was
the Frenzenberg castle he told
me how close I had come to it. If
it had been daylight we could
have seen the castle. I was very
pleased with my sixth sense...
that had led me to the spot that
I so much had wanted to see
again.
Back at the inn, I was in-
troduced to the few guests as a
soldier who had fought here in
the winter of '44. I was the first
American to return for a second
look and this, for the Germans,
called for a celebration.
Rapidly the word spread, and
in no time I was sitting with a
group of inen who had fought
against the 9th Division in the
Ardennes Forest. The discus-
sion between old foes was a
friendly exchange of memories
of bygone days. We all parted
early in the morning and I went
to sleep with a promise to be
taken to all the places I wanted
to see with the coming of
daylight.
I woke up at dawn, the inn
was quiet and I went outside
alone to see and remember...
I was facing a sugar beet field
and across the field loomed the
outline of the old castle. Look-
ing down the road to my left, I
could see the brick factory that
I so well remembered, and my
o thought returned to November
26,1944.
Identical Spot
I had stood in this identical
spot, as a heavy machine gun
platoon leader with thirty men
under my command. To the
south-east and encircled by
what appeared to be a group of
trees, stood the fortified castle
of Frenzenberg, the objective of
my battalion. My platoon was a
small element of the 2nd Bat-
talion 47th Infantry Regiment,
Ninth Infantry Division. My
mission was to join "G" Com-
pany, which was already ad-
vancing toward the castle, and
give them machine gun sup-
port. Their advance had been
stopped by heavy enemy fire. I
took my platoon up a winding
railroad track, than ran along
the sugar beet field toward the
castle. Using the banks of the
railroad tracks as a shelter, we
slowly advance over the flat
terrain. In no time, the enemy
had spotted us and a barrage of
artillery and mortar fire
started to rain upon us. We'
cautiously continued our ad-
vance through the enemy fire.
Our spirits were low and my
heart was saddened as the word
reached me that my platoon
sergeant had been killed. The
enemy fire became heavier. We
were pinned down, and groups
of 4-5 men took cover in bomb
craters, hoping that no two
shells would hit in the same
spot. Hours passed before the
enemy fire stopped and then
began again directly in front of
us. We started to crawl back to
By John A. Hill
H Co. 2nd Bn.
47th Inf 9th Div.
FRENZENBERG CASTLE
JOHN A. HILL
2140 E. 20th Street
Tulsa, OK. 74104
I have an article that might
be of interest to some of those
who lived and made the trip to
the Frenzenberg Castle in
November 1944. Two battalions
were involved, 3rd and 2nd Bat-
talion of the 47th Infantry. This
is where the only posthumous
winner of the Congressional
Medal of Honor, Carl V.
Sheridan, of K Co. 3nd Bn. was
awarded.
While in Europe in 1964, I took
my family and retraced my
war time route via auto, it was
interesting, sad, but unforget-
table.
Not many letters from the
members of H Co. 2nd Bn 47th
Regiment, in the OCTOFOIL
but it would he nice to see a fe~
articles from some of the
members or to receive mail
from some of them.
P .S. This article of Fen-
zenberg Castle was written a
few years ago, but then
misplaced in my many moves
since then and only now has
surfaced.
The Ardenne Forest. Nine-
teen years have passed since I
last saw it. It is a densely wood-
ed hill country, and for cen-
turies has been the approach
route of assaulting armies
travelling between France,
Luxembourg and Germany.
Sentiment had brought me
back. I was retracing my WW II
combat route.
It was only the month of
August, but the air carried the
cool dampness of fall. Behind
me I had left the Cherbourg lan-
ding, the Normandy coast of
France, and the country of
Belgium. Now I was crossing
the border into Germany. The
past nineteen years had erased
nearly all the scars of war and I
had difficulty orienting myself
with what I saw.
Searching For Place
Night was approaching, a
misty cold rain had begun to
fall and a heavy fog engulfed
the hills. I was searching for a
particular place. A place that
had remained in my memory as
the last and hardest fought bat-
tle for me during all of my
European campaigns. The ob-
ject was a castle at the foot of
the Ardennes.
To my surprise the vicinity
had become a vacationers
paradise. Every inn I ap-
proached for lodging was filled.
It was Saturday and the alte
summer guests were clinging
on to the last hours of summer
beauty in the Forest.
I had to continue on into the
night. Past the city of Duren I
found myself lost on a small
country road. I stopped to
check my map and found the
road was leading to a place call-
ed Langerwehe. It somehow
sounded familiar to me and I
proceeded on. The fog had
begun to clear and a misty rain
replaced it. In the distance I
spotted a light, hoping it was an
inn, I pressed harder on the ac-
celerator. I stopped under the
light which light which il-
luminated a sign advertising
"Gasthaus zum Lowen," a
guest house. It was a lonesome
looking house on the roadside in
the middle of nowhere. I was
tired and by now I would stop
anyplace to rest.
As I opened th door to the inn
air greeted me which smelled
of beer, smoke and sour-dough
bread, which was intensified by
the damp air outside. The pro-
prietor, a man in his fifties
rose from behind the bar. H~
was eyeing me with a cool
THE OCTOFOIL...
Co. F 47th Infantry
MRS. JOHN TOKARCHEK
Box 7, Penns Creek, Pa. 17862
I wish to thank all for your
kind expression of sympathy.
Through the years my hus-
band really treasured all your
friendships.
He delayed a treatment at the
hospital for a week so he could
make Camp Hill Convention.
He most likely knew it would be
his last one.
As wives we observe the real
meaning of buddies who surviv-
ed a terrible time together in
their lives.
It will be nice still hearing
about his friends and, the
Association through the Oc-
tofoil. Thank you for continuing
it.




I have just learned of the
death of Jospeh (Larry) Mc-
Cabe. Larry, who had been ail-
ing, passed away in his sleep on
Sunday, November 29,1987. He
is survived by his wife, Eva,
who resides at: 42 4th Street,
Apt. 17, North Arlington, New
Jersey 07032.
Larry was inducted on Jan-
uary 28, 1941 and joined K Co.
47th Infantry at Fort Bragg. He
was Company Communications
Sergeant and served in all of
our campaigns.
Larry will be greatly missed
by all who knew him.




I was a member of MCo.
from Oct. 1940 to Aug. 1943. I
volunteered for the Rangers.
Enclosed are my dues. I would
like to have information about
Roy Owens from Clinton, la.
and John McKenny.




This letter is to thank Mike
Chicvarra for taking the time to
locate me. It is with deep regret
that I cannot get to this years
reunion, but look forward to the
next one. It is surprising how
close some of the old Army bud-
dies live to me and I didn't
know about it. Dave Alberts
lives in Bourbonnais, II., and
Phil Gilbert lives in Reddick, II.
lt was nice to see these people
,and many others. There are
some that come to mind that I
would like to know about, Fred
Lind, Jack Minnick and John
Kneip. If anyone knows their
whereabouts, please let me
know. These are people that
enlisted with me. I just got back
from the deep southland and
had a bunch of shrimp with
some of the group from M Co.
The southern hospitality is still ..
there. As I was the only
Chandler in the Co. at the time,
I asked some of the people if
they thought I would do
something like leave a BAR on
automatic, and everyone said
that I would and laughed. I hope
if you get to Florida some time
next Winter, you would look me
up. Harold Sells nicknamed me
"Slats". I weighed about 140
lbs. ,when I went in the army
and weighed 180 when I got out.
I was glad you said that Capt.
Fletcher laughed, as he was a
real gentleman and soldier. To
Gene Cronin, I don't believe I
will make the reunion this year,
but am still trying. If I do I
might even make a formal
apology for my carelessness
with the BAR.




Co K 47th Inf
GEORGE NICKLIN, M.D.
6 Butler Place
Garden City, N.Y. 11530-4603
VIDEO TAPES
I have two hours of
videotapes of Ninth Infantry
Division events. Thirty minutes
of it covers the June, 1986 Re-
union in Nashville. The other
hour and a half is of General
Lewis Maness discussing Ninth
Infantry Division World War II
history from 1941 at Fort Bragg
to September 1945 at Dachau.
The tapes can be ordered from
me and cost $39.95. There is a
money back guarantee.
I also have another videotape
of the Father Connors Me-
morial Mass held in Worcester,
.Mass., 1987. This is available at
'$15.95, also with a money back
guarantee.
I look forward to seeing
everyone at our next reunion.
I also have a video of Father
Connor himself and other
G.!. s in the 9th Division. Will
respond to inquiries about it.




I read with sadness of the
death of Ray "Mama" Schultz,
and I have enclosed a donation
in his memory.
Glad to say we are in good
health. I am retired, but enjoy
one or two days of work to
break up the routine.
We attended the New York
Chapter Christmas party in
Weehawken and had a great
time. It's always nice to see
friends.
In November we went to visit
my wife's family in Israel and
while there I contacted and
went to visit Abe Strom - 60th
Infantry, Company M, who now
resides in Ashdod, Israel. We
spent a most pleasant few hours
together. His apartment
overlooks the Mediterranean,
and he and his daughter enjoy
living there.
We attended the Harrisburg
Reunion and were glad to see
many of our friends, and are
planning to be at Hyannis in
June.
Selma and I wish everyone a




4558 58th Ave. N. #257
Brooklyn Center, MN 55429
Advancing age mandates a
smaller foxhole, so I am for-
warding you herewith my new
address: 4558 58th Ave. No.
#257, Brooklyn Center, MN
55429.
Also in today's Minneapolis
Tribune I noted the obituary of
one of our old reliables. Ted
Youngquist, a WWII member of
the 47th Infantry, died 24
November 1987. He became a
POW in the crossing of the
Meuse and we chatted on the
telephone on many an occasion
here in Minneapolis.
Warm regards to all my
fellow members of the OctofoiI.




Enclosed dues for 1988. We
just returned from a 2week trip
to Denver, Colo. The first vaca-
tion we had taken in over 20
years! I wonder what has hap-
pened to all the old buddies
from D Co! I seldom see any-
thing in the Octofoil about
them. I hear from Paul Pelish
once in a while. I read the Oc-
tofoil from cover to cover.
Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year to all.
47th Inf K Co
JOE KIll.ACKY:
105 Queenswood
Boling Brook, IL 60439
Hope you all had a good Holi-
day season and keep up the
good work. This summer I
visited my daughter and new
grandson in The Colony, Tx.
While there I looked up Eddie
Webber <octofoil story Nov.
Dec 86). His dad was in L Co
47th. I brought my 47th book to
show him and while I did not
know his dad, we had a good
talk and visit. My best to all K






I'm a former soldier of head-
quarters and military police,
Ft. Bragg from Aug. 3, 1940 un-
til June 6, 1942, when I lost
track of most of my buddies in
the 9th, being sent on cadre to
the 88th Div. in Okla. I am 75
now and in bad health so if I
could get in touch with some of
myoId buddies that would be a
Xmas present to me. Tha'nks
and hope to hear from you in
the near future.
If there is intelligent life on
other planets. they are at least
intelligent enough to stay llway
from us.
60th Inr K & Hq Co
JOSEPH RAPPAZINI
24001 Sherman St
Oak Park, Mi. 48237
Here!
Bow your heads as moist tears
do form
Though your hands be cold,
hearts are warm.
For those comrades who have
gone ahead
'Tis another mission scouts
have led.
Their deeds and actions, so
brave and bold
Are cherished treasures as
time unfolds.
As we mark time, memories re-
main;
Our continued journey they us
sustain.
There will come a time, once
more we'll meet
And march in stride to an
angelic beat.
We'll hear the trumpets
welcomely play and say
"You are home, comrades. 'Tis
the end of the play."
60th Inf A Co
JAMES JENKINS
Rt 7 Hwy 431 N
Albertville, Ala. 35950




To all of you at Headquarters,
the seasons best, Merry
Christmas and Happy New
Year.
60th Inf Co D
JOHN THORNTON
PO Box 3782 Mdse Mart St.
Chicago, n. 60654
Well here it is the Holidays
and dues time. Time sure goes
by too fast for all of us, but such
is life. I am doing fairly good
for an ole Goat nearing the 80
mark. Still help out on elevators
at the Opera House during the
opera season which is now until
Feb., gives me something to do
and keeps me young! Hope the
coming year will see lot of im-
provements to all Departments
"\ of Government and that
employment and business con-
ditions get real good for every-
f one and everything. Nothing
much to say just now, so you
keep well and take good care of
yourself. You have been doing a
wonderful job with the 9th all
these years. Wishing you and
all the 9th guys and their
families a wonderful Holiday
season and let's count our
Blessings more than ever.
Enclosed are my dues and
something for the Memorial
fund.
.,--.~--~-"""'--_._--- ---."._-,--
I47th Inf Serv CoALBERT MICOLUCCI
\ 1614 Lynnwood Dr
i Havertown, Pa. 19083
26th FAA Bty i It was nice to see all my
C.J. STRUBEL: friends at Camp Hill and hope,
367 Kalmake Loop I to see them all again at Hyan-
KaIlua HI 96734 : nis. Enclosed dues for 3 years
Enclosed is a newspaper arti-I until 1990 which seems so far
de of my recent trip to I, off! Just like 1942 seems so far
Bavaria. Perhaps you could use \ back. I found this article from
it in your next issue of the Oc-: the Phila paper dated 12/21/42.
tofoil. i One time I was receiving over /
I have in my file an AIR OP II' .20 Christmas cards but now the I
photo of Sgt. Rooker and Cpl. ~~ dwindlin2, /
Stein, when I was assigned to _
AIR OP; in A Battery 26th field , ------
Artillery at Bad Reichenhall, Sppks Hp/II
Germa~y: .. My father was in the Ninth
Pertammg to the artIcle, thIS Division during the war. He
was t~e on!y photo I had?f also was pictured in the book
FreddIe; I dIdn t even know hIS THE OCTOFOIL. EIGHT
last name!
For the record my observa- STARS TO VICTORY.
tions; Germany has re-armed. For some time now h~ ~as
Both Frankfurt Main and wanted a.copy but couldn.t fmd
. . one. ObVIously, I would like to·
Mumch aIrports a!e armed find one for him if possible.
camps. The ~ecunty forces Could you help? I know they are
carry automa.tlC we~pons. hard to find.
P .S. I would like to fmd out the Please write or call if you can
whereabouts of ~e C.O. of A help.
Batt. 26th F .A. HIS name was Thanks in advance.
Capt. Maynard Trouth. Bill Miller
21C Mallard Ct.
PO Box 1464
Beckley, W. Va. 25801
(304) 255-6191
l.."60th Inf M Co
CARL PALERMO
2105 S. Riverside Dr.
Edgewater, Fl. 32032
Enclosed is my check tor
dues. Thanks for a great
magazine.
mall call
47th Inf M Co
BERNIE BENNICK (Col. Ret)
6008 Frontier Dr.
Springfield, Va. 22150
Enclosed is a donation to the
Memorial fund. Due to a
serious accident early this
year, I was unable to attend the
reunion at Camp Hill. I am
much improved so maybe
Hyannis in '88. Looking for a Co
M guide. Can anyone help me?
Enjoy the Octofoil. Best wishes
during the coming year and
Holiday Season.
Bty C GOth FA
VICTOR GONZALEZ
1722 N. Hoyt St.
Chillicothe, Ill. 61523
Here I am again this time to
thank Loren Hunt (60th) George
Seifert (39th) Eddie Krause
(47th) George Conley (60th) Er-
nie Hackenbrock (39th) for the
patches they sent me, and Er-
nie for the pin all of which I
wear now on all my jackets and
hats. I'm active with the
V.F.W. 4999 here in Chillicothe,
Ill. I also help now and then the
American Legion here in town,
thanks fellows your gifts will be
with me always.
I would like to share with you
a note I saw in the Eight Stars
to Victory about Fr. Connors
may he rest in peace.
Almost a legend, another
"soldier-saint" to his men,
Father Connors is one of the
Division's outstanding heros.
With out personal transporta-
tion facilites he hitch-hiked in
the midst of battle, bumming
rides on jeeps and trucks. On a
flat rock or a jeep, he said daily
Mass and usually three on Sun-
day.
At Bizerte, in the Tunisian
campaign enemy shells fell in a I am glad to have been a part
service battery, exploding two of the 9th division under Gen.
ammunition trailers. Father Hodges 1st Army and also Gen.
Connors ran to the scene and in Patton. I was wounded in
the midst of a flaming inferno France and spent 6 months in
dragged out the wounded, the hospital, 3 in England and 3
returning several times while in the States. Being disabled for
shells were exploding to see combat I was transferred to the
that no men were left. For this Air Force until the end of the
heroism he wears the Silver war. I would like to get in touch
Star. with some of the gang from A
Another brave soldier was Co.
Col. Harry "Paddy" Flint from -f"-~----,:::='''''
the 39th In£. Was hit by sniper ! 60 Inf K Co
fire while up front. He fell smil- i JOHN CRIMI
. t' ; 95 Harvard St.
109, as a sergean compamon I H tf d C 06106
spoke. You' can't kill an \. ar or onn.
Irishman, you can only make \, I enjoy receiving the Octofoil
him mad. Paddy died the next " but have not recognized anyone
day. I I know. I am planning on Cape
Regards to all the 9th men i Cod for a first reunion and my
and may the Good Lord Bless wife will be with me. I would
You All.
Proud to ha ve been a like information on Tampa
member of Old Reliables mini-reunion in April. Please
Hitler's Nemesis. have someone in the Florida
39th Inf K Co Chapter send me details and
WILLIAM NELSON L-.dflJ~-:Tm sure we can make it.
712 McDowell Ave.
Steubenville, Oh 43952
I am sorry to inform you of
the death of Augie Pegnalitti on
Oct. 24. To his wife, Yolanda
and children, we extend our
deepest sympathy. He was a
true reliable. Augie and Yol had
attended the last 5 reunions and
made many friends. He was a
member of the 60th FA. I am
glad to see the fine turnout of K
Co 39th the last few years. I
hope a lot more will come. The
reunions have meant a lot more
since we are older and have
more time. To the ones who
have never attended, please try
to look up the men from the
company you were with as we
may 'not recognize you now.
During the last 25 yrs. or so
Nolan Thompson and Dead Eye
and I have been there looking
for someone we knew to show
up from K Co. We have our
reservations for Hyannis and
are looking forward, to it. Hope
everyone had a Merry





























Just want the boys to know
I'm still among the living. After
13 weeks basic training at
Camp Wheeler, GA I joined the
2nd Bn 47th G Co at Ft. Bragg,
they were out on "chicken
road". I was still with the 2nd
Bn when we got to the Elbe
River. Had some time out as I
was wounded in Northern
France around Falaise. After 6
months in a hospital in
England, was returned to the
2nd Bn, they were located near
Eupen, Germany. The snow
was deep and the weather was
cold, so I asked for a trasfer to
Hq Co, which I got. I was put in
the A and P platoon. Life there
was so much easier than being
in the machine t section of
the 4th platoon, (,i Co. - Colonel
Bailey stopped over to look at
our machine gun field of fire
when a German sniper shot
him. I remember that so well! I
still hear from George
Minarek, James Sines, Larry
Morgan and Van E. Williams.
Does anyone hear from Sgt.
Patterson of G Co 47th, 4th pla-
toon? Was dischared in Sept.
1945, came home and started
farming, a struggle, but put
1500 acres together and also run
100 cows. I'm retired now for 10
years and raise few horses and
cattle and rent the farm out, but
still live there. I take my team
on trail rides, parades and
threshing shows. Some of the
best men I ever met were in the
9th.




Port Richey, FL 34668
Just to say hello again and to
mention that the letter in last
issue of Octofoil referring to
Thankgiving 1944 urought back
memories. Poochy, our cook,
filled our mess kits to overflow-
ing but the trouble was keeping
the food dry. Remember the ice
and snow melting from the
trees? Those pine trees were
densely planted and there was
just no way to avoid the dripp-
ings. However, that meal sure
beat C and D rations!
I'm now 78 years of age and
since retirement have survived
2 heart attacks, 1 broken
shoulder and 1 hip replace-
ment. Believe it or not I can still
hit a golf ball, not too well, as
my handicap is now 18 and at
one time back in the 50s it was
4! Mother nature takes her toll.
Good luck and wish all the 9th
men Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year. May God
keep you well. Remember your



























Warrant Officer. - the fellow
who laughs loudest at gags Hvannis
about 2nd. Lts. .'




New York, N.Y. 10021
I have had a terrible year, but
lets hope that all that is behind
me. Spent 13 days in July in the
.hospital and then in August had
a 5 way by-pass on the old
pump. Feeling great now and
with God's will I will
try to make the reunion
in Hyannis. As you know
I spent my time with the
Ninth in Company C then Com-
pany B (47th) and I loved them
both, but brying to remember
the guys in getting harder and
harder but I must write about
Howard Brooks of C Company.
I joined the company as a
young 2nd Lt. and found a
home, assigned originally to
Company H 47th during the
Sicilian Campaign. Company C
suffered three Officers
casualties and since I had no
particular assignment was
transferred to Company C in
the Cefalu area and was assign-
ed to the 4th Platoon or
Weapons PH.
At that time Lt. Anderson had
just became the Company Com-
mander and Lt. Langley also
joined C Company, by the way,
I have been in touch with them
both, but back to C Company
who had a 1st Sgt. by the name
of Fry and with no disrespect
was a great Soldier but at the
time too old to be in an Infantry
combat company. Brooks was I
believe then the platoon Sgt. of
the 1st Platoon and he then be-
came 1st Sgt. Being a Sgt. Ma-
jor myself of the 3rd Bn 165 Inf.
(Old 69th Regiment) in the
Pacific before becoming an Of-
ficer, I must say that Howard
Brooks was the greatest soldier
I had ever met. Son;lewhere
along the line I wen( to Com-
pany B and lost contact with
him. Never had a chance to say
to him "a great job well done"
as many of our men have done.
So Howard, please accept the
warmth and good feeling
whenever I hear or read your
name, and with the Lord's
blessing I hope to meet you at
the next reunion.
Toall·my everlasting regards






We'll be leaving for Florida
November 2nd. It is our present
plan that we will be at 706 Mar-
ranna Rd., Auburnadale
Florida 33823 until the first
week in May 1988.
Please send the Octofoil to
that address.
Our trip to the reunion was
very enjoyable. As usual it's
always good to meet the OLD
Gang and meet others who
make up the partial list of Old
Reliables. Such a place as Penn
Harris is a fitting place for such
a me~ting. Space for parking,
the pIcturesque outside area,
the spacious dining area make
this a choice spot for a reunion.
We both hope you and your
family will enjoy the holidays
and have a good and healthy
winter.




Enclosed dues for the next 3
years. Neither of us have good
health but can't complain. Too
many are worse off than we
are. We read the Octofoil from






Sorry for the delay in writing
to you and the Phily, Del Valley
Chapter for a well organized re-
union, the accommodations and
hospitality were great and
could not be better. Have not
heard much about the reunion
in 1988. Guess it will be forth-
coming.
I have a question that has
been on my mind for a long
time and am sure many men in
the E.T.O. as well. Who was
Kilroy? What unit was he with?
How big a paint bucket did he
have and how big was his paint
brush? I am sure he was close
to being the best known man
next to Joe & Willie in cartoon
up front. May be some day this
question will be answered.
The 9th Signal Co. has a poor
attendance record for reunions.
I hope in the near future will see
fit to attend. Many of us do cor-
respond from time to time and
will try to reach out to more
comrades. I am trying to im-
prove. Good luck to all and God
Bless You.
60th Inf. Co. M
ROBERT BOVANIZER
14 Sabre Park
Niagara Falls, NY 14304
It seem I never write to you
with good news. We received
word this week of the death of
Alvin Denham, following
surgery. He served with Co. M
of the 60th Inf. fronfJllne 1941,
when he was transferred from
the Phillipines,~.~. 5,
1944when he was wounded in
Belgium at the Meuse River
crossinK. It was sudden. The
address is Rt. #1 Box 491,
Theodore, Ala. 36582 for those
of you who would like to write to
Gladys.
Also heard of the death of
Walter Frasure's wife Rose-
mary who has been battling
cancer for many years. His ad-
dress is PO Box 337, Allen, Ky .
41601.
Just a reminder. Our next Co.
M, 60th Inf. Mini Reunion will
be in Niagara Falls, NY, May
26, 27, 28, 1988. My wife and I
are hosts for this with a terrific
committee, Joe and Pat
Gargie, Regis and Margie Shar-
baugh and Jim and Helen
Snyder.
Our best to all for the
Holidays and the New Year.




Enclosed please find dues for
the next 3 years.
It was good to see you and the
gang at the Memorial in
Worcester, Ma. Though the
attendance was not as large as
in the past, the purpose was just
as effective and meaningful in
dedication and spirit in
rememberance of the deceased
of the 9th. How can we serve
this devotion now? It would be
in contradiction and defeat the
essence of the past 42 years.
Let's hope that those who miss-
ed it for some reason or other
will be with us next year.
See you in June at the reunion
at Hyannis, Ma.
47th Inf F Co
CHARLES ROCHELLE
6419 N.C. 86
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514
Enclosed dues for 1988. I want
to say hello to anybody in F Co
who joined· the 9th in March







47th Inf M Co !!:
CONDAKNEE ~
625 Ridgefield Rd ~j'
Newark, Ohio 43055 9
I enjoyed the reunion at ':'
. Camp Hill ... my first! If the ~
good Lord is willing I will be at ~
Hyannis. Never realized what I ~
was missing. I enjoy the Oc- ~
,tofoil very much. Keep up the ..
·good work. ;
. 60th Inf. M & Serv Co's
GENE CRONIN
185 Bronx River Road
Yonkers, New york 10704 ~
My wife and self enjoy and
look forward to the Octofoil.
One feels as though some of his
old buddies were right there in
his living room as he reads
"Mail Call" not to forget the
labour of Dan Quinn and his
wife Marie. Thank you folks.
We all have an obligation to
keep "Mail Call" alive and
well, so come on fellow Go-
Devils, M & Serv Co's. Write!
Reach out and touch someone.
Enjoyed your article in the
Sept./Oct. issue Cole Gronseth,
your ever presence in "Mail
Call" is commendable.
The long boring drive on the
PA turnpike last July was well
compensated for after we ar-
ried at Penn Harris, a very well
organized 42nd reunion I am
sure was enjoyed by all who at-
tended, thank to the P A
Delaware chapter, you did a
great job. We enjoyed it. Made
some memorable acquain-
tances in Harrisburg. Dot and
Al Hause, Dr. and Mrs. Roller.
hi ya folks, we loved meeting
you, hope to see you in Hyannis.
Have some pictures for the
Rollers, will mail them when I
gefyoul"address from editor
Dan Quinn.
"t'J'nt. tnmure of meeting old
friends always add to ones en-
joyment. Linda and Reed
Vassar, Thelma and Fred
Golub, Geo. Grossman, Tom
Billington, all Serv Co 60th and
the gang from M Co, Mac and
Mary, Joe and Pat Gargie, Bob
and Marj Bovanizer, etc. etc.
My wife Nancy keeps talking
about the wonderful greeting
awaited us when we returned
from Gettysburg, thank you all.
Mac, I keep the Go-Devil plate
on the rear window of my car,
haven't met any Go-Devils thru
it, but I feel it keeps other
devils, car thieves, from steal-
ing my car. Must return to
Reed and Linda Vassar,
remember that group picture
you gave us, we liked it so
much, well I lost it before we
arrived home, we had stopped
off in Lancaster for a few days.
Nancy is asking if you still have
the negative, Linda, she would
appreciate it. Reed sorry to
learn in TAPS of Ray (Mama)
Schultz death, may he rest in
peace.
Geo. Brum missed you at Har-
risburg, hope to see you this
year, Keep well.
Votes needed to revive Mike
Kauffman's popular sugges-
tion, to hold future reunions in
off season, when the highways
are less crowded and safer for
some of us old warriors. Grant
it, we've all arrived safely over
the years, but for many of us
the years are getting fewer.
Happy, Healthy New Year to
all.
P .S. Thank you Joe Eska for
phone calls.
IIlOlL
47th 1st Bn MED'S
C.B. BAKER
2001 Oakland Ave.
Johnson City, Tn 37601
It has been some time since I
have written, so after reading
the bold print in the Octofoil en-
titled "When Was The Last
Time You Wrote A Letter To
The Octofoil", I decided that I
should write.
The last two Octofoils have
letters from C Company 47th's
1St. Sgt. Howard Brooks with
whom I have corresponded
through the years. I am enclos-
ing a photo of Howard and Cpl.
Gil Mazzia, C Co. Clerk, made
at Tichbourne, England in 1944
before we left for France. Gil
has since passed on to his Eter-
nal reward. I have very plea-
sant memories of both of these
dedicated men. I trust the photo
will be of interest to others.
General Westmoreland, who
was our Division Chief of Staff
at one time, was in Johnson Ci-
ty recently for a speaking
engagement. I was fortunate
enough to be invited to hear
him.
After the meeting concluded,
I had the opportunity to talk
with him briefly. I had a copy of
a general order dated January
11, 1945 notifying me of the
award of the Silver Star with
William C. Westmoreland
typed at the bottom. He was
kind enough to sign the order
after these many years. He told
me he remembered Colonel
Smythe well. Others were
waiting to speak to him, so we
did not have long to talk.
I was sorry to learn of the
death of Jack Wilson's wife. I
had seem them at the Fort
Bragg meeting and also the
Orlando meeting. Company B,
9th. Medic people are special to
me, as I knew most of the am-
bulance drivers and their
assistants. Company B provid-
ed the 47th. with ambulances
and medical men when we were
short. I am sure you remember
a lot of them also.
Our Major Sordill, who
replaced Major Roberts as
Regimental Surgeon, was with
Co B, 9th. Medics at one time.
We in the medics had quite an
association with these fine peo-
ple. I am in touch with Benton,
Vaughn, Guilford, Haas, Wilson
and Laubach. I have a roster of
B Company, 9th. Medic men
that Bill Haas was so kind to let
me have.
I also have a copy of the C
Company, 47th. roster made in
England given to me by
Howard Brooks.
Please accept my best wishes
for you and yours.




Enclosed is my check, for
dues for three years, etc. I en-
joy reading The Octofoil. I
always look for a name that
would be familiar to me.
I received all my training
with the 69th Division and join-
ed the 9th Division in France as
a replacement. I was wounded
and captured at Schmidt, Ger-
many on October 10, 1944, and
was a prisoner-of-war until
April 15, 1945. I have attended
two 9th Division reunions.
I do not have the book "8
Stars To Victory", and would
like to buy one. If anyone is in-
terested in selling their copy,
please contact me.
Some people are driven, and
others prefer to walk.
I I
